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Abstract

Early embryogenesis is the most fundamental developmental process in biology. Screening of ethyl
methanesulfonate (EMS)-mutagenized populations of Arabidopsis thaliana led to the identification of
a zygote-lethal mutant embryonic factor 19 (fac19) in which embryo development was arrested at the
elongated zygote to octant stage. The number of endosperm nuclei decreased significantly in fac19
embryos. Genetic analysis showed fac19 was caused by a single recessive mutation with typical
mendelian segregation, suggesting equal maternal and paternal contributions of FAC19 towards zygotic
embryogenesis. Positional cloning showed that FAC19 encodes a putative mitochondrial protein with
16 conserved pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) motifs. The fac19 mutation caused a conversion from
hydrophilic serine located in a previously unknown domain to hydrophobic leucine. Crosses between
FAC19/fac19 and the T-DNA insertion mutants in the same gene failed to complement the fac19 defects,
confirming the identity of the gene. This study revealed the critical importance of a PPR protein-mediated
mitochondrial function in early embryogenesis.
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Introduction

Embryogenesis is a key step in the life cycle of flowering

plants, during which the basic body plan and tissue pattern

are established. In the model plant Arabidopsis, early embry-

onic development is initiated after fertilization and proceeds

through a virtually invariant series of cell divisions, revealing

a tightly controlled zygotic activation, cell division, patterning

and morphogenesis (Fan et al. 2008). The freshly formed

zygote is about 20 µm in length, which then goes through a

process of cell wall thickening and cell elongation to expand

approximately three times along the future apical-basal axis,

followed by the first asymmetric division that yields a smaller

embryonic apical cell and a larger extra-embryonic basal cell

(Mansfield and Briarty 1991). The apical cell and its daughter

cells divide twice vertically and once horizontally, leading to

a spherical proembryo of eight cells (the octant stage). In

contrast, the basal cell and its derivatives undergo repeatedly

horizontal divisions, thus producing a 9-cell suspensor that links

the embryo to the maternal tissue. After the octant stage, the

uppermost daughter cell of the suspensor divides transversely

to form the hypophysis, which contributes to the formation of

the root meristem. This marks the end of the early phase of

embryogenesis (Jürgens 1998).

Independent studies revealed that maternal genes contribute

to both early embryo and endosperm development through
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stored maternal mRNAs and/or proteins and selective silenc-

ing of paternal alleles (Vielle-Calzada et al. 2000; Grimanelli

et al. 2005; Pillot et al. 2010). However, controversial results

have been reported, showing immediate activations of zygotic

genes (Weijers et al. 2001; Xu et al. 2005; Ning et al. 2006;

Meyer and Scholten 2007). In addition, many early embryo

defective genes segregate with a typical 3:1 ratio, suggesting

no apparent maternal effects (Tzafrir et al. 2004). So the extent

of maternal influence on early seed development is still not

clear.

Through screenings of embryo defective mutants and re-

verse genetic approaches, several genes have been iden-

tified to be essential for zygotic activation in Arabidopsis.

These genes function in various processes such as protein

degradation, energy metabolism, DNA replication and RNA

processing. AtCUL1, whose product is a subunit of the E3-

unbiquitin ligase complex called the Skp1-Cul1/Cdc53-F-box

(SCF), functions probably in the first divisions of the zygote

and the endosperm in controlling chromosome segregations

(Shen et al. 2002). EMBRYONIC FACTOR 1 (FAC1), which

is essential for the zygote-to-embryo transition, encodes an

adenosine monophosphate (AMP) deaminase and may act

through AMP depletion to provide more energy for zygote

activation (Xu et al. 2005). ZEU1 encodes a thynidylate kinase

(AtTMPK), which synthesizes dTDP, the limiting component

of dTTP biosynthesis, involved in the G1/S-phase transition

at fertilization by regulating DNA replication (Ronceret et al.

2008). AtCDC5, a homolog of Schizosaccharomyces pombe
CDC5 gene in Arabidopsis, plays an important role in the first

division of embryo and endosperm through cell cycle regulation

in the G2/M phase transition (Lin et al. 2007). Recently, it has

been reported that RNA processing plays an important role in

early embryonic development. Mutations of GAMETOPHYTIC
FACTOR1 (GFA1) and YAOZHE (YAO), two genes encoding

nuclear spliceosome proteins, lead to embryo arrest at a very

early stage (Liu et al. 2009; Li et al. 2010). Interestingly,

GLUTAMINE-RICH PROTEIN23 (GRP23), which encodes a

pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) protein, can interact with RNA

polymerase II subunit III and functions as a potential regulator

of gene expression during early embryogenesis (Ding et al.

2006). PPR genes, encoding proteins characterized by the

tandem repeats of the degenerate PPR motif, are found in

all sequenced genomes but greatly expand in plants and their

functions remain largely unknown (Small and Peeters 2000;

O’Toole et al. 2008).

In this study, we describe a novel early embryo-lethal mutant

embryonic factor 19 (fac19) in which the majority of mutant

embryos were arrested from zygote to octant stage. The mu-

tation was inherited in a typical Mendelian manner, suggesting

no apparent parental effect. Map-based cloning revealed that

FAC19 encodes a predicted mitochondrial PPR protein with

16 conserved PPR motifs and is expressed preferentially in

open flowers. Through identification of additional two T-DNA

insertion mutants and complementation analyses, the identity

of the FAC19 gene was confirmed. Our results established

the crucial role of FAC19 in zygotic activation, most likely in

mitochondria RNA processing.

Results

fac19 mutant exhibits zygote arrest phenotype

The fourth and fifth (in order of appearance) silliques from the

primary inflorescence of 4–5-week-old plants were selected

for phenotype examination. After splitting with fine forceps

and examination under a dissecting microscope, full seed

set was observed in wild type (Figure 1A), while under the

same conditions heterozygous FAC19/fac19 plants segregated

small, shrunken and light brown aborted seeds that were

randomly distributed among normal green seeds (Figure 1B,

Table 1). To analyze the mutant phenotype in detail, immature

seeds from heterozygous fac19 plants were excised before

being shrunken and cleared by a whole-mount clearing method

with HCG solution containing 80% (W/V) chloral hydrate and

10% (V/V) glycerol. Cleared seeds were examined with a

Leica florescence microscope using differential interference

contrast (DIC) optics. The result showed that when the wild

type embryos reached globular stage (Figure 1G), among the

aborted seeds 22.9% were arrested at the semi-elongated

and elongated zygote stage (Figure 1H, I), 45.9% were at

the first division stage (Figure 1J), and 31.2% were at 2-

to 4-cell embryo stage (Figure 1K, n = 157). Section and

staining analysis confirmed the phenotype observed under

the DIC microscope and revealed no additional cellular de-

fects (Figure 1C–F). Endosperm development was also af-

fected in the fac19 mutant. Compared to the wild type, the

numbers of endosperm nuclei were decreased significantly

when the embryos were at the same developmental stage

(Figure 2).

An equal parental contribution of FAC19 towards
the zygote embryogenesis

Microscopic examination showed that 24.2% of seeds pro-

duced by FAC19/fac19 plants were abnormal and shriveled

quickly after fertilization (Figure 1B, Table 1). This suggested

fac19 embryo-lethal phenotype was caused by a single re-

cessive mutation. When reciprocal crosses were carried out

between wild type and FAC19/fac19 plants, regardless of

whether the mutant was used as male or female, nearly

all F1 seeds developed normally (Table 1). This suggested

FAC19 had no parental effect, where either the maternally

or paternally delivered wild type copy of FAC19 gene was
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Figure 1. The fac19 phenotype.

(A) Seeds in an open sillique from a wild type plant.

(B) Seeds in an open sillique from a FAC19/fac19 plant (aborted seeds are indicated by red arrows).

(C–F) Sections of wild type (C) and the arrested fac19 seeds (D–F). Bar = 20 µm.

(G–K) Wild type (G) and arrested fac19 seeds (H–K) observed under Nomarski optics. Bar = 25 µm.

(L) Seeds in an open sillique from a SALK_012298 heterozygous plant (aborted seeds are indicated by red arrows).

(M) Seeds in an open sillique from a SALK_143867 heterozygous plant (aborted seeds are indicated by red arrows).

(N–Q) Wild type (C) and arrested (D–F) seeds from SALK_143867 heterozygous plants observed under Nomarski optics. Bar = 25 µm.

(R–U) Wild type (G) and arrested (S–U) seeds from SALK_012298 heterozygous plants observed under Nomarski optics. Bar = 25 µm.

The numbers underneath indicate percentages of defected embryos at a particular stage. For fac19, n = 157; SALK_012298, n = 83; For

SALK_143867, n = 64. Bar = 25 µm.

sufficient to rescue the fac19 mutation. The segregation of wild

type and FAC19/fac19 plants produced after these reciprocal

crosses was consistent with a 1:1 ratio (Table 2), suggesting

both the male and female gametophytes functioned normally

and gametes carrying the mutation could be fully transmitted

to the next generation. Together, these data indicated that

the phenotype conferred by fac19 mutation is attributable to

a single recessive nuclear mutation with an equal parental

contribution.

Map-based cloning of FAC19

To clone the FAC19 gene, FAC19/fac19 was crossed to the wild

type (Ler) to generate the mapping population. Using 38 wild
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Table 1. Genetic analyses of the fac19 mutant

Percentage of abortedCross combination Normal seeds Aborted seeds Unfertilized ovules
seedsa

WT self-pollination 169 5 1 2.9

FAC19/fac19 self-pollination 247 79 0 24.2b

♀WT×FAC19/fac19♂ 134 5 1 3.6

♀FAC19/fac19×WT♂ 118 3 2 2.5

SALK_012298 self-pollination 241 79 1 24.7b

SALK_143867 self-pollination 200 83 1 29.3b

♀FAC19/fac19×SALK_012298♂ 264 107 5 28.8b

♀SALK_012298×FAC19/fac19♂ 161 65 4 28.8b

♀FAC19/fac19×SALK_143867♂ 429 169 5 28.3b

♀SALK_143867×FAC19/fac19♂ 88 32 1 26.7b

aAborted seeds/(aborted seeds + normal seeds).
bPercentage of aborted seeds was not significantly different from the theoretical proportion of 25% for a single recessive mutation (P > 0.05).

Figure 2. Numbers of endosperm nuclei in fac19 and wild type (WT) seeds.

n ≥ 11, t-test, ∗, P < 0.05.

Table 2. Transmission of the fac19 mutant allele

Phenotypes of progeny plants
Cross combinations

WT FAC19/fac19 Ratio

WT♀×FAC19/fac19♂ 66 53 1:0.8a

FAC19/fac19♀×WT♂ 29 31 1:1.1a

aThe segregation ratio was not significantly different from 1:1.

type plants obtained from the F2 population, FAC19 was first

roughly positioned in a 789 kb region on chromosome 1, be-

tween the molecular markers F3F19-1 and F1L1-1 (Figure 3A).

By utilizing these two markers, 950 F2 and 792 F3 plants

were screened for recombinants in the vicinity of the mutation,

which allowed us to narrow the mutation down to a 73 kb

region between markers F21F23-3 and F7A19-5 (Figure 3A).

Based on The Arabidopsis Information Resource database

(TAIR, http://www.arabidopsis.org), this region contains 28

genes. Based on the annotated gene structure, function and

expression pattern, the open reading frames of candidate

genes were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

from a FAC19/fac19 plant and sequenced. One single base

change (G to A) was identified (as a double peak in the

sequencing output) in the only exon of At1G13800 (Figure 3B),

which led to an amino acid (AA) change in the 674th amino

acid from hydrophilic serine (S) to hydrophobic leucine (L)

(Figure 3C). Sequencing of its parental lines (Col and Ler)

confirmed that it was a true mutation. Amplified fragments from

four F3 plants, two wild type and two heterozygous, were also

sequenced and showed that both phenotypically heterozygous

plants carried the mutation, while none of the two wild type

ones did. G to A transition is the most common mutation in

ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS)-mutagenized plants.
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Figure 3. Molecular identification of the FAC19 gene.

(A) Schematic representation of map-based cloning of FAC19, which is located to a 73 kb region between markers F21F23-3 and F7A19-5.

(B) The structure of FAC19 gene, showing the point mutation in fac19-1 and the locations of two T-DNA insertions (fac19-2 and fac19-3).

The gene is predicted to have a single open reading frame.

(C) Scheme of the FAC19 protein and the AA change in fac19-1. The point mutation converts the first serine located between 12th and 13th

pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) domains to leucine. The predicted mitochondrial targeting signal (mt) is indicated by a white box, while PPR

motifs are represented by grey boxes.

(D) Predicted AA sequence of the FAC19 protein. Putative mitochondrial targeting signal is underlined. PPR motifs are in upper case, aligned

and numbered from 1 to 16. Highly and moderately conserved AAs are highlighted by black and grey boxes, respectively.

Characterization of the knockout allele and
complementation analysis

By searching the T-DNA insertion database (TAIR,

http://www.arabidopsis.org), we found two independent T-DNA

insertion lines (SALK_012298 and SALK_143867), with T-

DNAs inserted in different positions of At1G13800 (Figure 3B).

Seeds for these lines were obtained from the Arabidopsis
Biological Resource Center (ABRC). The insertion sites were

verified in these lines by PCR analysis using a T-DNA left

border primer and two gene-specific primers, respectively

(Table S1), in which no homozygous insertion plants were

identified. Similar to FAC19/fac19, approximately 25% of seeds

in silliques of SALK_012298 and SALK_143867 plants were

aborted (Table 1). Similar to fac19, microscopic analyses re-

vealed zygote arrest phenotypes in both lines (Figure 1 L–U).

Allelic tests were performed by reciprocal crosses among two

insertion lines and the FAC19/fac19. All F1 plants showed

the zygote-lethal phenotype, confirming the deficiencies of

At1G13800 gene were responsible for the fac19 phenotype

(Table 1). As such, fac19, SALK_012298 and SALK_143867
were named fac19-1, fac19-2 and fac19-3, respectively.

FAC19 encodes a PPR protein

FAC19 encodes a putative pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) pro-

tein composed of 883 AAs, with a calculated molecular weight

100.52 kD and a pI of 6.96. Sequence analysis revealed that

the FAC19 protein carried a predicted mitochondrial targeting

signal at its N terminus (Figure 3C, D), 16 degenerate PPR
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motifs from residues 183 to 866. Among these PPR motifs,

only the 3rd to the 9th, the 10th to the 12th, and the 14th

to the 16th repeats were contiguous (Figure 3C, D). From

the perspective of C-terminus, it belongs to the P subclass

of the PPR protein family (Small and Peeters 2000; Lurin

et al. 2004). A BLASTP search revealed a number of proteins

sharing high similarities with FAC19. Most of these proteins

shared primarily their PPR domains with FAC19. The closest

homolog is AlFAC19 (XP_002892774) from Arabidopsis lyrata,
which carried the same number of PPR motifs and shared 89%

sequence identities with FAC19. The closest paralog in the

genome of A. thaliana is At2g26790, which shares 49.87%

sequence identity with FAC19 at the protein level. Alignment

of FAC19 with its homologs showed that the mutated Ser674 in

fac19 was located in a highly conserved previously unknown

motif of DVVTY(S/T)VLLN (Figure 4). We named this conserved

domain the “TV motif”, since it is rich in threonine and valine. As

the fac19-1 mutant with the point mutation showed very similar

phenotype to the T-DNA insertion mutants, we believe the TV

motif is critical for the function of this particular class of PPR

proteins.

Expressions of FAC19

Pentatricopeptide repeat genes are usually constitutively ex-

pressed at low levels in all tissues throughout plant develop-

ment (Lurin et al. 2004). Microarray data indicated that it is the

case for FAC19 (Figure 5A and Figure S1). To elucidate the

expression in detail, real-time PCR analysis was performed to

examine the expression of FAC19, with RNA samples extracted

from different tissues of wild type plants. The result showed

that FAC19 transcripts were most abundant in open flowers,

followed by seedlings and inflorescences (Figure 5B).

Discussion

In this paper, we present data on molecular characterizations

of the FAC19 gene that is essential for the activation of zygotic

embryogenesis. A G-to-A transition of FAC19 leads to a zygote-

lethal phenotype without parental effects. Genetic analysis

showed that neither the male nor the female gametophyte

development was affected. FAC19 encodes a predicted mi-

tochondrial protein with 16 conserved PPR motifs. The fac19
mutant caused by a single AA change in a conserved TV motif

failed to complement two mutants with T-DNA insertions in the

same gene, confirming the cloning result.

Pentatricopeptide repeat motif consists of 35 degenerate

AAs and often occurs as tandem repeats in proteins (Small

and Peeters 2000). In fact, in addition to the canonical PPR

motif (P motif), there are two variants closely related to it,

namely the PPR-like S (S motif) and PPR-like L (L motif). P

motif is common to all eukaryotes, but S motif and L motif are

specific to plants (Andrés et al. 2007). PPR proteins form a

huge family widely spread across all eukaryotes. In many fully

sequenced and annotated genomes and almost completely an-

notated genomes, only one PPR-like gene has been identified

in prokaryotes of Ralstonia solanacearum, which appears to

be a fairly recent capture by horizontal gene transfer (Lurin

et al. 2004). Although all sequenced eukaryotic genomes con-

tain genes encoding PPR proteins, the numbers of PPR genes

in animals and fungi are relatively small. In plants, however,

this gene family has undergone dramatic expansion (Geddy

and Brown 2007). There are approximately 450 PPR proteins in

Arabidopsis, 242 of them with only P motifs, whereas the others

are predominantly comprised of repeats of P-L-S triplets (PLS

subfamily). Almost half of the PPR proteins are predicted to

be targeted to mitochondria and one-quarter to plastids (Lurin

et al. 2004; Andrés et al. 2007). Structural predictions suggest

that PPR motifs consist of two anti-parallel α-helices and

presumably tandem arrays would form a superhelix enclosing

a groove. The predicted residues projecting into the central

groove are almost exclusively hydrophilic and the bottom of the

groove is positively charged. This means PPR proteins could

interact with RNA and be involved in RNA processing (Small

and Peeters 2000; Delannoy et al. 2007). Now more available

data support this hypothesis (Schmitz-Linneweber and Small

2008). It is anticipated that PPR proteins are sequence-specific

RNA-binding proteins and this is consistent with the idea that

they cannot complement each other (Lurin et al. 2004; Delan-

noy et al. 2007). Though the DYW domain of the PPR protein

has been reported to possess endoribonuclease activity, most

PPR proteins lack any known catalytic sites (Nakamura and

Sugita 2008). So other proteins must be recruited to carry out

the RNA processing events in association with the PPR-RNA

complex.

Despite the huge number of PPR genes in the Arabidopsis
genome, genetic analyses reveal a very small functional redun-

dancy among different members (Lurin et al. 2004; Schmitz-Lin-

neweber and Small 2008). Several reports have shown that

loss-of-function mutants of PPR genes often exhibit embryo-

lethal phenotypes, although at relatively late stages (Tzafrir

et al. 2004; Cushing et al. 2005; Kocabek et al. 2006;

Schmitz-Linneweber et al. 2006; Chi et al. 2008; Hammani et al.

2011; Lu et al. 2011). PPR proteins are involved in RNA editing,

especially in mitochondria and plastids (Meierhoff et al. 2003;

Wang et al. 2006; Pfalz et al. 2006; de Longevialle et al. 2007;

Tang et al. 2010). As a nucleus-localized PPR protein, mutation

of GRP23 causes an arrest of embryo development before

dermatogen stage (Ding et al. 2006). GRP23 can physically

interact with RNA polymerase II subunit III in both yeast and

plant cells (Ding et al. 2006). SIG6, which is a chloroplast sigma

factor responsible for the transcription of plastid-encoded RNA

polymerase (PEP)-dependent chloroplast genes in cotyledons,

is identified through yeast two-hybrid screening to act as a

protein partner with the PPR protein DELAYED GREEN1 (DG1)
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Figure 4. Alignment of FAC19 protein with its closest homologs from Arabidopsis lyrata (AlFAC19), Arabidopsis thaliana

(At2g26790), Medicago truncatula (MtFAC19), Oryza sativa (OsFAC19), Selaginella moellendorffi (SmFAC19) and Physcomitrella

patens (PpFAC19).

Sixteen pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) motifs of FAC19 are underlined. The point mutation in fac19 is marked by a red box. Highly and

moderately conserved AAs are highlighted by black and grey boxes, respectively. Note PPR13 is only present in FAC19 in A. thaliana and

in A. lyrata.
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Figure 5. Expressions of FAC19 in Arabidopsis.

(A) Expression profile of FAC19, analyzed using AtGenExpress Visualization Tool (http://jsp.weigelworld.org/expviz/expviz.jsp), showing its

constitutively low expression during development.

(B) Expressions of FAC19 in different tissues, revealed by using real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis. In, inflorescences; OF,

open flowers; RL, rosette leaves; S, seedlings; YS, young silliques.

(Chi et al. 2010). PNM1 in mitochondria is associated with

ribosomes in an RNA-dependent manner, while in the nucleus

PNM1 interacts with TCP8 and NUCLEOSOME ASSEMBLY

PROTEIN1 (NAP1) to control gene expressions (Hammani

et al. 2011). All these data seem to support the functions of PPR

proteins in transcriptional regulation. FAC19 and three other

PPR proteins mentioned above all belong to the P subclass.

FAC19 is predicted to be a mitochondria targeted protein.

Mutations of FAC19 led to a zygote-lethal phenotype, which

represents the earliest abortion among all PPR mutants known,

suggesting its critical role in activation of zygotic embryogen-

esis. FAC19 is expressed at a low level in all tissues, with a

slightly higher level in open flowers, which may represent its

expression in fertilized ovules. Most likely FAC19 is involved

in RNA editing for genes essential for executing mitochondrial

functions in the zygote, although the exact targets remain to be

elucidated.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials and growth conditions

The Arabidopsis thaliana L. accessions Col-0 and Ler were

used in all experiments. The fac19 mutant was identified from

an EMS mutagenized population in the Col-0. The T-DNA

insertion lines SALK_012298 and SALK_143867 in the Col-

0 were obtained from the ABRC at Ohio State University. All

plants were grown in soil at 21 ± 2 ◦C in the greenhouse with

a 16:8 h light : dark cycle.

Microscopic examinations

Immature silliques from FAC19/fac19 were opened with hy-

podermic needles and all seeds were excised intact and

mounted with the HCG solution. After 15 to 60 min clearing,

samples were examined under a Leica florescence microscope

equipped with Nomarski optics. For histological analysis, seeds

were excised and fixed in modified FAA solution (5 mL of

formaldehyde, 5 mL of acetic acid, 5 mL of glycerol and 90 mL of

50% ethanol). Following fixation, materials were dehydrated in

a graded ethanol series, infiltrated and embedded in LR White

resin, and polymerized at 60 ◦C for 24 h. Sections were cut at

1 to 2 µm with a glass knife on a Leica microtome, stained with

periodic acid-Schiff’s reagent (Sigma), and counter-stained

with 1% Amido black (Sigma).

Map-based cloning of FAC19

Rough mapping was carried out by establishing linkage with

markers from different chromosomes in an F2 population

generated between wild type (Ler) and FAC19/fac19 (Col-0)

heterozygous plant. Thirty-eight wild type F2 plants were used

to localize FAC19 to chromosome 1 by 15 simple sequence

length polymorphism (SSLP) markers distributed evenly across

the whole genome (Table S1). For fine mapping, SSLP and

single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers were designed

based on the sequence difference between Col-0 and Ler
deposited in the Cereon database (http://www.arabidopsis.org,

Table S1). By using 950 F2 and 792 F3 segregated wild type
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plants, FAC19 was positioned to a 73 kb region between

markers F21F23-3 and F7A19-5.

Genomic DNAs corresponding to the candidate genes were

amplified and directly sequenced from both the wild type and

FAC19/fac19 heterozygous plants. Allelic tests were carried

out by reciprocal crosses between FAC19/fac19 heterozygous

plants and SALK T-DNA insertion lines and then F1 seeds were

examined under a dissection microscope.

Bioinformatic analysis

Protein targeting was analyzed using the TargetP (http://

www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/), Predotar (http://urgi.

versailles.inra.fr/predotar.html) and Mitoprot (http://ihg.

gsf.de/ihg/mitoprot.html) algorithms. The homologous

sequences from different organisms were obtained

from the National Center for Biotechnology Information

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Multiple sequence alignments

were generated using the CLUSTALX 1.83. Protein

domain analyses were performed with the SMART service

(http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/).

RNA extraction and real-time PCR analysis

Total RNA was extracted from different organs of wild type (Col-

0) plants using the TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen), and reverse

transcribed to cDNA with a cDNA synthesizing kit (Toyobo) after

digestion with RNase-free DNase I (TaKaRa). For real-time

PCR analysis, triplicate quantitative assays were performed

using the SYBR Premix Ex Taq kit (TaKaRa) with a Rotor-

Gene 3000 (Corbett Research) detection system and software

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The relative ex-

pression level was analyzed using the comparative CT method.

ACTIN2 was amplified as an internal control for normalization

(Remans et al. 2008, Table S1).
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